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Chairman’s Report
Michael Walker

Welcome to the 2022 

Queenstown Trails Annual 

General Meeting.  As Chairman 

it is my pleasure to present 

this annual report. 

10 years on from opening The

Queenstown Trail, our organisation is

in good shape and has some exciting

projects on the horizon. The highlight

of the year saw the opening of the

new Coronet Loop which was a huge

milestone for the Trust, Soho

Properties and QEII. This was the final

product of a lot of hard work. It also

demonstrates an insight into how our

network is evolving as it moves

forwards with e-bikes and trail users

adventuring further. We hope many of

you get to experience this trail.

We are now very close to adding

significant new sections to the

Queenstown Trail, expanding the

network between Arrowtown and

Tucker Beach, with detailed

design now complete. This year

has seen several critical areas of

work streams coming together

which our CEO, Mark Williams

will provide more detail on in his

report.
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I wish to thank Willy on behalf of the board for the incredible energy

he brings to the role. I’d also like to thank the Trustees and Patrons

over the past 12 months. There has been a lot of work in the

governance space as we as a Board have been focusing on our

strategic plan for the future of the Trust - which we hope to be able to

share with you all before Christmas. Thanks in particular to trustees

Wendy Pannett and Deputy Chair Andy Brinsley, who have put an

enormous amount of time and energy into pulling this important

document together at the final stages. Some of the key themes you

will soon see in our strategic plan include:

• Trails – access, development, expansion 

& maintenance 

• People – communities, wellbeing, activity

• Technology – mapping, navigation, 

accessibility 

• Environment – conservation, biodiversity, 

active transport, and education. 

We have also undertaken refresh of our

brand and logo which we hope you, like

us, enjoy the clean new look that gives us

plenty of momentum to move into the

future, whilst remaining true to our core

values of inspiring adventures, creating

experiences and connecting people.

In addition, we engaged a social media

specialist to increase our consistency,

which has seen a huge increase in

Facebook and Instagram reach and an

overall growth in following of 77% across

all social channels. By increasing our

reach, we are better able to tell our story,

understand our market and draw more

support – this year has seen over 1

million clicks on our trail counters which

equates to 275,000 using the

Queenstown Trails after moderation.

We are fortunate that we are

able to leverage MBIE funding

from central government for the

big Queenstown Trail projects

we currently have underway –

and the Trust’s reserves remain

in a strong financial position.

However, as new projects reach

deeper into the backcountry

away from the Great Ride, we

need to look down new funding

avenues and seek more support.
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Overall, the financials remain steady with increased numbers of Friends 

of the Trust and significant contributions from philanthropists, corporate 

partners other charitable organisations and the support of our local 

authority, QLDC. Current accumulated capital sits at $950K, with MBIE 

grants being drawn down to manage the expansion project.

As a board we said goodbye to Penny 

Clark who has been the QLDC 

representative for the past 3 years, I wish 

to thank Penny for her time and 

contribution to the Trust. We are currently 

working with QLDC to see who the next 

representative will be for the current 

term. Steve Hall, who many of you will 

know already, was appointed a trustee 

towards the end of last year and the 

board has welcomed his contribution 

throughout the year. 

Finally, a huge thank you to all those 

people and businesses in our community 

who support the Trust in every shape or 

form, the list is truly too long to do it 

justice without leaving someone out.  We 

really could not to continue to maintain 

and expand this world class trail network 

without our community support. 

Thank
you all.
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It’s now 10 Years since the Queenstown

Trail was officially opened by Prime

Minister John Key on 18 October 2012. As

one of the 23 Nga Haerenga/ NZCT

network, the idea was to showcase our

amazing landscapes and engage people

with the environment, culture and heritage

whilst creating jobs and economic

opportunities in our region.

CEO’s Report
Mark (Willy) Williams

Tena Koutou Katoa

In 2021, Destination Queenstown delivered the Queenstown Bike Marketing

Development Plan, recognising that cycle tourism will play a big part in our

future – both in terms of attracting visitors and a reason for people to want to live

here. Economist Benje Patterson published a report earlier this year suggesting

that by 2026, the bike visitor economy could become worth more than $200

million annually – almost half of the visitor dollars earned by the ski industry at

its pre-covid peak.

But even more important than the economic benefits, trails have become a key

ingredient of our kaitiakitanga – where enhanced access enables significant

conservation outcomes.

Fast forward to 2022 and that vision is

even more relevant today than it was a

decade ago. As Queenstown looks to

establish regenerative tourism, carbon

neutral transport and predator free 2050,

our trail network is set to provide an

even more important role in life beyond

Covid.



With the increased scope of trail work

we are now involved in, and the

projected growth and importance of

the biking sector, trustees of

Queenstown Trails have committed

to gear up for the future. In

partnership with local marketing

experts Fluid, we have updated our

brand to better connect with our

people and purpose. In conjunction

with an updated strategic plan which

we’ll publish at the end of the year,

the new identity enables us to look

towards broader regional connections

and projects which will deliver

recreational assets, encourage active

transport and support restoring our

environment – recognising our

organisation’s ambitions in forging

new pathways for Queenstown’s

future.

That process has already started with

existing projects and new

opportunities in 2021. The

Queenstown Trail Realignment

Project, with detailed design

tendered, awarded and mostly

complete for the new sections of trail

between Arrowtown and Tucker

Beach, with construction tenders let

to the market earlier this week.

The existing Queenstown Trail also

endured some extreme weather

through the winter months, resulting

in several large slips and substantial

storm damage which required

immediate intervention to keep the

trail open. The Trust was once again

able to secure ‘extreme event’

funding from MBIE and partner with

the Queenstown Lakes District

Council to divert and clear a large slip

on the Twin Rivers Trail, build a

retaining wall at Old School Road to

hold a slumped bank and repair a

collapsed rock wall beneath the

Kelvin Peninsula Trail.

The most exciting and rewarding

outcome for 2021 was the

completion and opening of the

Coronet Loop Trail in conjunction

with Soho Properties and QEII, the

culmination of 4 years of hard work

and investment. The Trail has been

a huge success since opening, with

rave reviews and a noticeable

increase in cycle tourism especially

for businesses in Arrowtown.

With further development of the Hot

Rod Trail underway (thanks to Drury

Family Trust and QMTBC for

maintenance) and the upgraded

Bush Creek Trail, the Coronet Loop

totals 50km of backcountry riding on

and around Coronet Peak. This

circuit is now providing a platform

for some fantastic conservation

initiatives, with Trees that Count

embarking upon a native

reforestation of the Coronet Faces

with Te Tapu o Tāne and the

Whakatipu Conservation Alliance.
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The Coronet Loop itself has provided a

great opportunity for the Southern

Lakes Sanctuary team to investigate

and target predator species – with the

intention that more trails can provide

further trapping ring-fences in the wider

backcountry. Queenstown Trails aims

to play a continuing supporting role for

the alliance to see more of these

projects to fruition. With the partial

review of the Otago Conservation

Management Strategy now complete,

we want to partner more closely with

the Department of Conservation,

Treaty partners and stakeholders to

ensure that sustainably built trails in

appropriate locations continue to

create some fantastic conservation

outcomes and restore the land for the

next generation.

Looking to Active Transport, we

continue to advocate strongly for

improved walking and cycling

opportunities in our district are key

stakeholder for Waka Kotahi and the

Whakatipu Way2Go alliance. There

has been a frustrating lack of progress

in delivering routes which will

encourage our community to shift to

active modes, and we are fortunate to

have the Lightfoot Initiative actively

involved in that space, with both of our

groups doing what we can to speed up

the government machine and deliver

optimal solutions which will make a

difference. We are being listened to

and hope to see some important new

routes and infrastructure opened in

2023.
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Event partners have endured

a couple of challenging years,

with both the Motatapu and

Queenstown Marathon sadly

postponed in 2021/22 due to

Covid. We thank our event

partners for their ongoing

commitment in these

challenging times, and hope

that both events are really well

supported for the coming year,

with both providing significant

income for Queenstown Trails.

As always, we have many

people to thank for supporting

the work we do towards

making our community an

even better place to live, walk

and ride.

Thank you to all 
our trail mates
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Most of all, to you our community – our ‘trail

mates’. thank you so much for recognising

what the trails mean to you, and for your

donations no matter how large or small.

Special thanks to sponsors Pak’nSave

Queenstown for their ongoing support, and

new lifetime members Chris and Kirsty

Spence, Garth Barfoot, Raymond Keys and all

the other generous donors who support our

work.

We are fortunate to get support from all

corners of our community and we owe thanks

to everyone including all our official partners,

Anderson Lloyd (for their generous rates on

easement agreements), Richardson Plumbing,

and Kennards Hire.

And I always leave them until last, but the

sincerest thanks to our incredible board of

Trustees who give up their time because of

their passion for the trails and recognition what

we can achieve for our community. I really do

value your support, wisdom, and guidance in

everything we do.



771
DAILY AVERAGE 

USERS

TRAIL 
USAGE
2021/22

The Queenstown Trail Network saw 274,556 users hit the trails during 

the 2021/22 period. A slight decrease on the previous year, but with 

several counters out of action, and no Queenstown Marathon.

274,556
TRAIL USERS

50.3%

CYCLISTS

49.7%

PEDESTRIANS
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